	
  
ROBERT CLANCY MEDIA QUESTIONS:
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Soul:
What inspired you to write the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Soul?
Legendary actor Hugh O’Brian wrote the foreword for your first
book. How are you connected with Hugh?
Tell us about “soul hitches” which you refer to in your book.
Through your bite sized stories you take us though many deep
and varied emotions, which is your favorite story?
You have given new meaning to LOVE through a unique acronym
for the word - can you elaborate?
Daily Downloads and Fortune Cookies from the Universe:
Your titles are very unique and your writings feel Divinely guided,
tell us how these downloads come to you?
Do you recommend that readers go through the book cover to
cover first, or just open randomly for their daily inspiration?
Are the nuggets of wisdom in this book what have fueled your
huge success on Facebook?
Which is your favorite thought in this book?
Volunteerism:
What is your definition of volunteerism?
I understand you began volunteering at age six. Please tell us
about that experience?

People often say they don’t have time to volunteer, especially busy
professional. How do you suggest people consciously make time
to volunteer?
Volunteering and helping others is an important aspect of your life.
Do you think reading your books can inspire others to do the
same?
Spiritual Experience:
Tell us about your life-changing spiritual experience at age 19?
When and with whom did you share this experience?
Do you recommend that everyone meditate?
You have a natural compassion and deep regard for others. Who
has had the most influence on your life regarding this?
Business:
You’re the managing partner and co-founder of Spiral Design
Studio. Do you run your company based on the inspirational
teachings in your books?
How has that affected your employee and customer relations?
What can someone do in their career to make a positive difference
within their company?
What’s an example of something our audience could do to
positively affect a stranger’s life?
Personal:
You are a devoted husband and father. Does your family join you
in your spiritual practice and volunteering activities?

I understand you are a 5th degree master black belt martial arts
instructor. How long have you been practicing martial arts?
How have your life experiences affected how you train your
students?
You are ordained as a minister, what motivated you to do this?
The Future:
What can you share with us about your upcoming book, with the
working title Soul Cyphers – Decoding a Life of Hope and
Happiness?
What are you talking about when you mention Reverse Climbs?
Can you share a couple of what you refer to as Decodes?
I understand you are inviting the public to share their inspiration
stories with you. Can we look forward to sequels to your
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Soul book?
What is your website and how can our audience be in touch with
you?

